NOV/DEC 2017
THE NEWSLETTER OF THE WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION, Inc. (WOA)
Winnipeg Ostomy Association Presents...

“Healthy Eating”
Presenter—Dale Kornelson RD—Registered Dietician
Assiniboine Physiotherapy

You Are Invited!
Certified Diabetes Educator - Nutritional Counseling,
Diabetes, Cholesterol Reduction, Sports Nutrition
Weight Loss, Celiac and Ostomy Diseases,
Health Canada’s New Food Guide Lines
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

Wednesday, November 22, 2017
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
Society of Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD Bldg.)
825 Sherbrook St.
Rooms 202 & 203
FREE PARKING
In the SMD lot just off McDermot & Sherbrook

Your attendance for this presentation on ‘healthy eating”
is vital for your longevity.
Nov. 22nd is the FOURTH Wednesday. Mark your calendars

All interested parties are welcome to attend.
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WHO WE ARE
The Winnipeg Ostomy
Association, Inc. (WOA) is a nonprofit registered charity run by
volunteers with the support of
medical advisors. We are an
affiliate of Ostomy Canada
Society. We provide emotional
support, experienced and practical
help, instructional and
informational services through our
membership, to the family unit,
associated care givers and the
general public. Our range of
service and support covers
Winnipeg, Manitoba and North
Western Ontario.
MEMBERSHIP
Anyone with an intestinal or
urinary tract diversion, or others
who have an interest in the WOA,
such as relatives, friends and
medical professionals, can become
a member.
WHAT IS AN OSTOMY?
An ostomy is a surgical procedure
performed when a person has lost
function of the bladder or bowel.
This can be due to Crohn’s disease,
ulcerative colitis, cancer, birth
defects, injury or other disorders.
The surgery allows for bodily
wastes to be re-routed into a pouch
through a new opening (called a
stoma) created in the abdominal
wall. Some of the major ostomy
surgeries include colostomy,
ileostomy and urostomy.
VISITING SERVICE
Upon the request of a patient, the
WOA will provide a visitor for
ostomy patients. The visits can be
pre or post operative or both. The
visitor will have special training

inside/out
and will be chosen according to the
patient’s age, gender, and type of
surgery. A visit may be arranged by
calling the Visitor Coordinator or
by asking your Doctor or
Enterostomal Therapy (ET) nurse.
There is no charge for this service.
WHAT WE OFFER
MEETINGS: Regular meetings
allow our members to exchange
information and experiences with
each other. We also run groups for
spouses and significant others
(SASO) and a young person’s
group (Stomas R Us).
INFORMATION: We publish a
newsletter, INSIDE/OUT, eight
times a year.
EDUCATION: We promote
awareness and understanding in
our community.
COLLECTION OF UNUSED
SUPPLIES: We ship unused
supplies to developing countries
through Friends of Ostomates
Worldwide (Canada).
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south of the building just off Sherbrook and McDermott Ave.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Wed. Nov. 22nd - Presentation: Dale
Kornelson Registered Dietician—
Assiniboine Physiotherapy.
Sun. Dec. 3rd—Annual Christmas
Lunch—Norwood Hotel 1:00 pm
Wed. Jan. 24th—Chapter Meeting

ARE YOU MOVING?
If you move, please inform us of
your change of address so we can
continue to send you the
newsletter and Ostomy Canada
magazine.
Send your change of address to:
WOA
Box 158
Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Editor, Inside/Out
1101-80 Snow Street
Winnipeg, MB R3T 0P8
Email: woainfo@mts.net

All submissions are welcome, may
OUR MEETINGS
be edited and are not guaranteed to
Chapter meetings are held from
be printed.
September through May. There are
Deadline for next issue:
no scheduled chapter meetings in
Friday, January 5, 2018
June, July, or August. A Christmas
party is held in December.
WORLD WIDE WEB
Visit
the Winnipeg Ostomy
Meetings are held on the
Association
Web Pages:
FOURTH WEDNESDAY
http://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca
of the month.
Webmaster: Email:woa@mts.net
7:30 pm—9:30 pm
SOCIETY of MANITOBANS with
DISABILITIES Bldg. (SMD)
825 Sherbrook Street,
Winnipeg, MB
Rooms 202 & 203

FREE PARKING:
Enter the SMD parking lot to the

DISCLAIMER
Articles and submissions printed in this
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and
may not apply to everyone. It is wise to
consult your Enterostomal Therapist or
Doctor before using any information from
this newsletter.
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WOA Annual

Christmas Lunch
Sunday, Dec. 3rd, 1:00 pm
Norwood Hotel
112 Marion St.

Entertainment

Silent Auction

Tickets $35.00
Doors open: 12:00 noon
Cash Bar: 12:30 pm
Tickets available at the Nov. 22nd
chapter meeting or ….
contact Lorrie by Nov. 26th :
Tel: 204-489-2731
Email:pismel@mymts.net

Families and guests of ostomates welcome!
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LUNCH MENU
Garden Salad
Choice of:
Veal Cutlet—4 0z. Cutlet
topped with a rich mushroom sauce; *
Spice Rubbed Chicken—
Deliciously seasoned
grilled chicken; *
*The above meals come
with Chef’s hot vegetables
and baby roasted potato.
Coffee, tea & decaf
Norwood bread basket.
Classic lemon cream cake

Silent Auction suggestions: New & gently used items: gift baskets, ornaments, candles/candlesticks, themed
baskets, gift cards, money/scratch & win ticket tree, kitchen items, bar accessories, puzzles, gift soaps, linens,
mugs, cards, placemats, Christmas decorations, games, wine, pictures, cheese boards/knives, jewelry, special
teas, homemade items, spices, etc, etc, etc. How about that gift you could never bring yourself to use?
Please bring your items with you on Dec. 3rd. The silent auction committee will combine your items with
others to make a great prize for some lucky person/s. Your donations are gratefully appreciated.

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Well, we all got through the time change—didn’t we? Another thing to keep in mind is that November,
December & January 2018 each have 5 Wednesdays. Our meetings are held on the FOURTH Wednesday
of the month so we will be looking forward to seeing you this month on Nov. 22nd. Don’t forget!
Get Your Christmas Lunch tickets. This year is the 45th Anniversary for the WOA. Let’s invite family
and friends and make this a special gathering. The afternoon flies by too fast for most of us, what with
socializing, great food, wonderful ambience, free and convenient parking, entertainment by the Janzen Boys
(Google them to see what treat you’re in for), silent auction, table games and prizes. What more could you
ask for?
Evhan has lined up another great speaker this month. Don’t miss Dale’s presentation. He was a hit at our
conference in summer 2016. It’s not often you get a second chance to attend an event you previously missed.
Your board is attempting to come up with some funding or sponsorships. Do you have some ideas?
Please pass them along if you do. I feel there are many of you “who know someone, who knows someone,
who knows someone who can help us”. Please put on your thinking caps. One of the things that we’re hoping
to continue is the expanded newsletter. We will need to find approximately $1000—$2000 extra to handle
additional printing and postage costs. Of course I’m biased on this subject. Perhaps there are other options
that we haven’t considered.
(Continued on page 6)
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CHEMOTHERAPY AND YOUR
OSTOMY
Edited by B. Brewer, 12/2011 UOAA Update

If you are taking chemotherapy, you should be
aware of many chemo agents that affect the body
differently. Below are listed basic side effects of
chemo that an ostomy patient should be aware of.
Stomatitis is an inflammation that can develop
anywhere in the gastrointestinal tract. It may appear
as white ulcers in your mouth, on your stoma or
elsewhere in your GI tract.
Dermatitis is an inflammation of the skin. Skin
reactions are worse when you are on chemo,
therefore if leakage occurs, change your pouching
system as soon as possible. Again cleanse your skin
with tap water only, making sure to get it clean. You
will want to look for areas of increased redness,
weeping areas, or a red rash that may have a white
head on it. If the skin is open, or you identify a rash,
see your doctor or ostomy nurse.
Diarrhea can be a severe side effect for the
ostomy patient, especially the ileostomate.
It is necessary for the ostomate to keep track of the
amount of fluid he/she is able to drink versus what
is expelled.
Dehydration is a big risk, as well as losing two
of the body’s minerals—sodium and potassium. If a
colostomate develops diarrhea, discontinue
irrigations (if you normally irrigate). You will want
to eat foods that slow the bowel down, such as
bananas, rice, applesauce, tapioca, or yogurt. You
should notify your doctor if diarrhea occurs. He may
prescribe some medications to slow down activity.
Constipation. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, some agents can cause constipation. If
this occurs, see your doctor. He may want to give
you a laxative or stool softener. Remember to
increase your fluid and fibre intake if you are
constipated. Chemotherapy can be taxing on you.
Nutrition and rest are essential. Do your routine
stoma care when you are well rested.
Source: Greater Seattle Ostomy Association The Ostomist
Nov/Dec 2017

“In three words I can sum up everything
I’ve learned about life: It goes on.”
- Robert Frost
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INFLAMMATION OF HAIR FOLLICLES
ON SKIN AROUND YOUR STOMA
(FOLLICULITIS)
By Kax Lynch BSNm RN, CWOCN
Via Philadelphia Ostomy Association

Folliculitis is an inflammation of the hair follicle/s on
the skin around your stoma. This skin around your
stoma is also called the peristomal skin. This
inflammation will surround the hair follicle and may a
pustule with crusted drainage. It may also be red in
colour, sore, itchy, irritated, painful.
Factors that contribute to Folliculitis may be a
bacterial fungal infection, tight clothing, occlusion of
the skin and/or blockage of the hair follicle from
ointments, aggressive shaving of peristomal skin and/
or chronic pulling of the peristomal hair when
removing your wafer or pouching system.
You will need to contact your doctor, health care
professional or ET Nurse if the Folliculitis is due to a
bacterial fungal infection but if you believe the cause
is due to one of the other above factors I listed you
may try changing the way you are caring for your
peristomal skin.
Some suggestions would be:
1. Avoid straight edge razors
2. Use an electric razor or hair clipper and shave in
the direction of the hair growth
3. Avoid frequent, close shaving of the peristomal
skin, and/or dry shaving; preferably once a week
only.
4. Cleanse, rinse and completely dry your skin prior
to applying new pouching system
5. Be very gentle when removing your pouching
system and any adhesive materials
6. Apply skin sealant to protect skin
Contact your physician or health care professional if
no improvement is seen or condition worsens.
Source: Greater Cincinnati Ostomy Association—April 2017

Don’t let the world change
your smile, let your smile
change the world.
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Pedaling Through Life with an Ostomy
Brenda takes on hills and spills with laughter.
Reprinted by permission of Hollister Incorporated. From the Secure Start Newsletter for People with Ostomies, (Hollister Secure
Start Services eNewsletter, Q2, 2017)

Who would have thought that an ostomy would be the key to changing a lifelong struggle with weight? I was sitting at the United Ostomy Associations of
America (UOAA) National Conference in 2005, when a guy who looked to be
about 50 years old got up in a biker’s shirt to relay his experience riding in an event
called Get Your Guts in Gear (GYGIG). It was a 210-mile, three-day bike ride. He
had an ileostomy and they even slept in tents! My first thought was, “That is nuts!”
But, as he talked, I was overly interested and the dialogue began in my head. “I
used to like biking; it’s probably been 10 years since I exercised. I wonder if I
could ever do that.” Years earlier, I tried to bike, but since my surgery for colon
cancer and extensive female surgery, it was uncomfortable so I gave up.
Later, I sought out the ride director and asked, “Could a person like me, with two bad knees, who hasn’t
exercised for a decade actually do this ride?” I was a 49-year-old, 350-pound woman who had been
overweight since high school. Without hesitation he answered, “With your doctor’s permission and proper
training, I don’t know why you couldn’t.” I gulped. I went home to try to put it out of my mind but, like a
painful hangnail, it wouldn’t leave.
I asked the knee doctor, “Will I wreck my knees more if I do a bike ride like that?” “You couldn’t hurt
them worse than they are already. I’ll give you cortisone shots to get through it.” Dang. A client told me about
a three-wheeled recumbent bike with a big padded seat. I went to inquire about it from the bike shop owner.
“Could a person like me ride a bike like that in a 210-mile, three-day bike ride in the state of Washington?”
“No way,” he answered quickly. I let out a sigh of relief. Then he added, “That would take too long, but I
think you could do it with a two-wheeled one.” Panic set in but I told him what the ride was for and how I had
to raise $3,000. Then I had an idea, “How would you feel about lending me a bike for the ride and training me?
In exchange, I’ll advertise your store and have your bike displayed at my upcoming
comedy show.” This was a lot to ask of a complete stranger and I was pretty
“I am grateful for my
confident he’d say no, but he said, “Yes, I think I can do that.”
fellow ostomates
It was April Fools’ Day 2007 and I thought he must have been joking. He
who inspired me...”
taught me about balance in the strip mall parking lot, and in two weeks I set
off to go a mile. The first block was easy but as I tried climbing a very small
—Brenda
hill, over I went. I felt humiliated and my legs were throbbing from the falls. It
took a lot of self-talk to try again. “Come on Brenda, lift your foot off the ground,
you can do this, you’ll be okay.” I was paralyzed with fear. After 20 minutes, a little
boy
yelled from his front door, “Hey lady, watcha’ doin’?” “I’m riding my bike,” I yelled back. “No you’re not,”
he answered. And then I laughed because he was right. When I finally quit taking myself so seriously, I was
able to lift my foot off the ground, rode my bike the two blocks home and parked it there a couple of days
before I got my nerve up to try again.
This was the beginning of a transformation. One of my friends who biked with me the first time I rode 14
miles started calling me an athlete. I remember praying to all my obese relatives in heaven to help me return
from those 14 miles—and I made it. By July I was biking 100 miles a week and feeling fairly prepared. When
I went to Seattle, everyone zoomed by me on the first hill and I rarely saw them again unless they were lagging
behind and we were going downhill. Then gravity took over, and I sailed past them…for a moment. I rode my
bike for eight hours a day and still couldn’t catch up. Reluctantly, I had to take the sweep van several times up
(Continued on page 8)
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A warm welcome to
new chapter members:
Joanne Brooking
Charles Stokes
Dave Nickel
Eric Murphy
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In MEMORIAM
Walter Samborski
Carl Radimer
Jacqueline Schmidt
Dorothy Colquhoun
We extend our sympathy to their
families and friends

(Continued from page 3)

Check out Page 13 for an exciting
announcement. Regina is having an
educational seminar in the Spring and giving
us lots of time to make arrangements to attend.
I will post more information as I receive it. We
could hire a bus maybe?
As you may notice on Page 7 Brandon is
meeting on a Sunday afternoon in hopes that
daytime driving will encourage many of you in
the area to join them. If you are an ostomate
and are looking for answers this
meeting is for you.
Take care,
Seasons Greetings to you all!

Lorrie
INCLEMENT WEATHER ON A
MEETING NIGHT
Should the weather be so bad that we need
to cancel our meeting—
- here are the steps to follow:
1. WAIT until after 12:00 Noon
2. CALL 237-2022, - # found on back page.
3. MEETING Cancelled—IF there is a
“CANCELLATION MESSAGE”
on the machine

Dehydration Can Drain Your Mind and Mood
Feeling out of sorts, but not sure
why? You might be dehydrated.
Two new studies found even mild
dehydration comes with big
consequences; altered mood, impaired
memory, trouble concentrating,
fatigue, headaches, anxiety.
While the reasons for these
symptoms are unclear, researchers at
the University of Connecticut, Human Performance
Laboratory noted that dehydration caused changes in
electrolyte balances in the blood as well as serotonin levels
and mood.
How to tell if you’re dehydrated? Check the colour of
your urine. “Anything darker than a pale, straw hue means
you need to drink more,” says study author Lawrence
Armstrong, PhD.
Thanks to Holly St. Lifer, AARP Magazine viaOstomy Association of
Middlesex County, NJ

Little Johnny:
Little Johnny and his family were having dinner at his
Grandfather’s house. Everyone was seated around the table
as the food was served. When little Johnny received his
plate, he started eating right away. “Johnny, wait until we
say our prayer,” mother said. “I don’t have to”, the little
boy replied. “Of course you do. We always say a prayer at
our house,” the mother insisted. “But this is Grandma’s
house and she knows how to cook”, said little Johnny.

inside/out
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BRANDON WESTMAN
OSTOMATES’ GROUP

Andrew McPhail – “Parastomal Hernia
Support Braces” Presentation

“OSTOMATES SUPPORTING OSTOMATES”

The WOA was very pleased to welcome
Andrew as our presenter this evening. In
attendance were his colleagues, Luke Snider and
Amanda Mulder of Snider Orthotic Design.
After telling us about himself and his
education and training, Andrew did a short
resume of the different work his clinic performs.
In Andrew’s presentation he made many
references to total body health, fitness, exercise,
etc. Lower limb and body braces seem to be their
forte. In his earlier slides he showed a picture of a
helmet type of brace made for small children.
After receiving several referrals from doctors
for patients with Parastomal hernias Snider
Orthotic Design began looking at and working
with ostomates to create custom-made hernia
supports.
In reference to ostomates, he discussed and
showed slides of a patient who was recently fitted
with a brace. This patient had a large hernia and
his stoma was moved to the opposite side. This
too herniated and they have since fitted him with
a “belt”. This patient has since lost considerable
weight which has resulted in adjustments and
modifications – all of which have been taken care
of by Snider Orthotic Design.
Andrew explained how several measurements
are taken at the appointment which includes the
size of the stoma and appliance used. The final
measurements are then sent to Surgical Elastic for
production. A sample of the belt was passed
around the room for people to examine. Members
confirmed that these belts can be put in the
washer without any problems but warn against
putting them in the dryer to avoid damaging the
elastic used in the belt.
The metal clips can set off the airport alarms
as mentioned by members in the room. Andrew
indicated this is a small problem for a secure belt.
He cautioned that the Velcro closures on some
other types of belts wear after a while and do not

YOU’RE INVITED !
We are an informal support group that meets once
a month, to give mutual support to others who
have had surgery, recently or not, & now have a
colostomy, ileostomy, or urostomy.

Family, friends welcome!

Sunday, Nov. 26th, 2017
2:00 to 4:00 pm
Bring your own coffee,
tea or other beverage.
You are invited to bring
a treat to share, and a
non-perishable food to
be donated to Christmas
Cheer, if you wish.

Last meeting before
Christmas.
Next meeting late
February 2018

Did you know we have 4
trained visitors in
Brandon? Contacts
below.

LOCATION:Brandon Regional Hospital, Nurses Residence,
main floor, West Lounge:
- turn South toward elevators, room is between
‘Ladies’ & elevators, on right…glass door.
Interested? Need more Information?
Contact:
Gord & Dot @ 204-726-4807
Betty @ 204-728-6886
Marg @ 204-728-1421

PLEASE JOIN US

Wednesday, October 25, 2017
Reported by Rollie Binner & Lorrie Pismenny

(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 5)

the biggest hills to stay on track and arrive to camp before dark. I made it 150 miles over those three days and I
had time to reflect. What seems obvious to most people was new to me and I had a realization, “Perhaps I need
to lose weight; these skinny people are passing me up.”
Over time, I quit eating sugar, white flour and drinking alcohol. And, with the help of some good friends, I still
focus on it one day at a time. I lost 150 pounds over the next two years and when I went on the next bike ride
for GYGIG, it was a two-day, 150-mile ride and I did every mile.
It’s a challenge at times but, I’m always grateful for my life-saving
ostomy. Today I am 10 years older and still do bike rides, walk 5Ks, play
racquetball and swim—things I wondered if I’d ever do again. Life is good
and physically easier these days and I am grateful for my fellow ostomates
who inspired me and showed me that anything is possible. By the way, I
bought the bike. He gave it to me for a huge discount.
After all, “It was used,” he said.
Brenda is a loud and proud member of the ostomy
community and a good friend of Hollister Incorporated.
She is an international keynote speaker, author and
comedian.
Her books include: If the Battle is Over, Why am I Still in
Uniform?; I’d Like to Buy a Bowel Please!; Bedpan
Banter; It’s in the Bag and Under the Covers; and Your
Glasses Are on Top of Your Head. You can find out more
about her at livingandlaughing.com.
Financial Disclosure: Brenda received compensation from
Hollister Incorporated for her contribution to this
eNewsletter [Secure Start].
Used with permission from Brenda Elsagher
Www.livingandlaughing.com
Directly above, Brenda’s first ride with her recumbent bike and
then, (right photo) many miles and smiles later, at Get Your Guts
in Gear

“All progress
takes place
outside the
comfort zone.” Michael John Bobak

Editor’s Note: For many of us who have travelled to
conferences across Canada and the USA, we’ve had the
wonderful privilege to know Brenda and be part of the
journey as she uses comedy to take the stigma out of
ostomy surgery. To say we are her groupies is an
understatement. The WOA had the distinct pleasure of
having Brenda as one of our keynote speakers at our recent
OCS Conference 2016 in August which we hosted.
I encourage you to look through our lending library as we
have all her books for your reading enjoyment. Thank you
Brenda & Hollister for giving me permission to use this
article.

REMINDER
The Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc. is a not-for-profit registered charity.
As you write those year-end cheques please consider a donation to the WOA.
Tax receipts are issued for all donations.
Make cheques payable to:
“I’m not going to lie down
and let trouble walk over
me.”
- Ellen Glasgow

Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc.
204-825 Sherbrook St.
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1M5
Charitable Reg. No. 11930 1398 RR0001
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Talking
to Your
Sexual
Partner
One of the most important things you can do to
strength your intimate relationship is to talk to
your sexual partner. Face it. It’s tough to have
sexual intimacies without exposing the stoma or
the pouch. However, when you are in the midst of
passion and heat, it’s probably not the best time to
teach your partner about an ostomy.
We now have communication systems that
allow someone on earth to talk to someone in
space or on the moon, but we cannot talk to the
ones we love about what we feel, what is in our
heart, and what we want and need. .
Most people are totally unfamiliar with ostomy
surgery and have no idea what a stoma looks like,
how it’s connected to the abdomen, how and when
you empty your pouch or how it has or has not
affected your ability to have sex. If you find
someone (or are already in a relationship) with
whom a sexual relationship is desired, you’ll need
to decide how and when you want to tell, and how
much you want to share.
Research has indicated that partners of people
with an ostomy worry about all these things too. A
lack of correct information can increase these
worries and inhibit sex, so it will benefit you both
that you teach your partner. If the partner is
worried about hurting the stoma, don’t misinterpret
this as a rejection. An intimate relationship is one
in which it matters how well you can communicate
about two of the most personal of human
functions—body elimination and sex.
Your partner will take the cue from you. Don’t
forget, though, that your partner’s feelings are real
and shouldn’t be denied any more than your own.
Things to Talk About:



Physical limitations (vagina dryness, problems
with erections;
Pain, if present;
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Fears of being unlovable, naked, leakage,
odor, rejection;
Your mutual expectattions;
What sexual activities you like to do;
What sexual activities you do not like to do;
Anger, resentment, guilt or other emotions
that interfere with the desire to share sex.

Source: Intimacy After Surgery Guide, A publication from
the UOAA of America, Inc. “Seize the Opportunity…”
Nov/Dec Island News via Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—
Nov/Dec 2017

For urostomates, if your
drainage tube is clogged,
try soaking it in a solution of
Tide for about two hours.
Then rub the tube between
your fingers, insert a baby
From Here bottle brush as far as possible,
pull out and rinse.
and There. Colostomates should not use
water that is too cold or too hot for irrigation as it
may cause cramps, pain or nausea. Do allow 45
minutes to one hour for a complete return of water.
Arrange to sit for comfort and relaxation. Do not
hurry through irrigation. Anxiety, frustration and
spillage may result. Getting uptight can cause little
or no return.
Asparagus generates a strong odor in the urine.
Yogurt, cranberry juice and buttermilk help combat
urinary odor.
Parsley is excellent in combating fecal odor,
be-sides being a good source of potassium.
Emotional pressures and over fatigue can
cause bowel upsets, especially when travelling. Do
not allow yourself to become overtired.
If you are ever feeling cold just go
stand in a corner.
They are usually about 90 degrees.
What is the best thing about living
in Switzerland?
Well, the flag is a big plus.
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fare any better at reading comprehension. Patients
don’t understand a lot fo the words doctors use. They
also don’t understand the way we use numbers.
It’s disturbing to realize that doctors and patients
Canadians are increasingly turning to the internet for overestimate how much patients are capable of
absorbing. Turns out there are real tools out there that
health advice. Studies show the quality of the
assess health literacy. REALM-R is a word
information found depends on the source.
recognition test in which patients are asked to de-code
Modern medicine is complicated, which is what smart or pronounce medical words like anemia, jaundice and
doctors are for, right? Well, maybe not. More and
colitis. It screens for poor literacy skills. The Short
more experts think the key to better outcomes is a
Test of Functional Helath Literacy in Adults assesses
smarter patient—one who is informed about personal reading comprehension and numeracy skills over two
health. An article published last week says doctors
prose passages and four items assessing numerical
should dumb down their instructions to patients. I
ability. There’s also a longer version of this test with
think that idea is even dumber.
three prose passages followed by a 50-item reading
comprehension section. The Single
The article—by doctors at Thomas
Item Literacy Screener has just one
Jefferson University in
question: How often do you need to
Philadelphia—says that doctors
have someone help you when you read
should assume that in general,
instructions, pamphlets or other
patients do not understand medical
written material from your health
advice. In toher words, until
professional or pharmacy.
proven otherwise, doctors should
Canadians are increasingly turning to
assume that patients are illiterate the internet for health advice. Studies
Poor health literacy contributes to
in health information. Therefore, show the quality of the information found lower health standards and health
they should avoid using medical
disparities between informed and
depends on the source.
jargon when explaining diagnosis
uninformed patients. Poor health
or treatment to the patient—unless the jargon is
literacy has been cited as a factor in patients not
essential, in which case it should be explained clearly. following doctor’s instructions, not taking medication
The authors also say that in general, when doctors talk properly and often not taking it at all. Studies show
to patients, they should speak or provide written
health illiteracy leads to longer stays in hospital and
handouts aimed at the grade five or six level. When
rising rates of poorly managed chronic diseases like
speaking, the authors say doctors—should—speak–
type 2 diabetes and high blood pressure. It leads to
slowly– and break down information into small
lower success rates curing cancer. Not surprisingly, it
manageable steps. There’s a lot more, but you get the also leads to bad health outcomes and in some cases to
drift.
to higher mortality rates.
The authors say studies show that more than a third of
adults living in the U.S. have limited health literacy,
making it more difficult for them to read, understand
and apply health information. That includes
information presented on medication bottles, hospital
discharge instructions, consent forms patients sign
prior to surgery, medical forms, and health education
handouts. Studies show that more than 75% of patient
educational materials are written at a high school or
college reading level –far above the average American
patient. I have no reason to think Canadian patients

To boost health literacy, the first thing patients should
do is tell the doctor when they don’t understand. Don’t
be shy, and don’t worry about taking up too much of
the doctor’s time. As well, if you feel you need it,
bring a family member or friend to ask questions on
your behalf. If it helps, use your smart phone or tablet
to record the conversation.
There are lots of things health professionals should do.
Patients don’t get the way doctors use numbers. Some
(Continued on page 11)
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Are You Health Illiterate?

patients don’t understand what it means to
have a five percent lifetime risk of getting
colorectal cancer. But they do understand it
when the doctor says one out of 20 people
will get colorectal cancer during their
lifetime—and 19 out of 20 won’t get cancer.
Another thing health professionals can do is
hire health coaches, something we featured
last season on White Coat, Black Art. Health
coaches are knowledgeable lay people who
can fill in the information gaps left during
quick encounters between doctor and patient.
It’s telling that there are a growing number of
online courses for health professionals on
how to speak more clearly to patients—few if
any courses aimed at raising the health
literacy levels of patients. That has to change.
I think governments would do well to make
health literacy a core competency for
Canadians—right up there with reading,
writing and arithmetic.
- Dr. Brian Goldman hosts an award-winning current
affairs radio series, White Coat, Black Art, on CBC
Radio One about the culture of modern medicine and
various aspects of the Canadian health care system.
Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—January/
February 2016.
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Fructose May Cause Gas and Stomach
Discomfort
From PreventDisease.com. January 7, 2013

(HealthScoutNews) - Fructose, the simple
sugar found in honey, fruits and some soft
drinks, may be to blame for unexplained
stomach ailments such as cramps, gas and
diarrhea.
This sugar is the main sweetener used in
Western diets, say a group of researchers at
the University of Kansas Medical Center, but
some people lack the ability to absorb
fructose properly. The researchers believe the
dietetic ingredient is responsible for a host of common
gastrointestinal complaints, so they are urging doctors to use
fructose breath tests as a diagnostic tool for unexplained
abdominal maladies.
Their study suggests that fructose malabsorption affects a
significant number of healthy adults. Gastric woes arise when
the fructose travels down the digestive tract into the colon,
where some bacteria use the sugar as a food source and
consequently flourish. In the process, hydrogen gas is
released and may cause pain, bloating and diarrhea.
During their research, the investigators fed their subjects
25 grams of fructose—the equivalent of a 12-ounce can of
soda sweetened with high fructose corn syrup—and then
gathered breath samples. Testing revealed an abnormal level
of hydrogen gas in almost half of the participants. On another
occassion, after the subjects had dined on 50 grams of
fructose, about three-quarters of them exhaled high levels of
hydrogen. If the sugar was digested normally, the gas would
be absent from their breath.
“When given levels of fructose commonly consumed in
the Western diet, a significant number of our subjects had
both objective and subjective evidence of fructose
malabsorption, meaning that the breath analysis showed
hydrogen in excess of 20 parts per million, and they had
symptoms like gas and diarrhea……” says Peter Beyer of the
University of Kansas Medical Centres’ Dietetics and
Nutrition Department. He believes physicians should add
breath analysis for fructose intolerance to their diagnostic test
reservoir. “If a patient is found to be fructose intolerant and
symptomatic, the doctor may recommend a low-fructose
diet,” says Beyer. “But in severe cases, antibiotic therapy
may be required to provide relief.
Source: The Triangle, Pittsburgh Ostomy Society via The Pouch Nov.
2013
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Baking Soda in Your
Bathroom
When baking soda comes in contact
with either and acidic or an alkaline
substance, its natural effect is to
neutralize that pH. Beyond that,
baking soda has the
ability to retard
further changes in
the pH balance,
known as
buffering. This
dual capability of
neutralizing and
buffering allows
baking soda to do things such as
neutralize acidic odors (like in the
refrigerator) as well as maintain
neutral pH (like in your laundry
water, which helps boost your
detergent’s power). It’s a simple
reaction, but ne that has farreaching effects for a number of
cleaning and deodorizing tasks. Try
some of these eco-friendly tricks in
your bathroom.

Freshen Sponges
Soak stale-smelling sponges in a
strong baking soda solution to get
rid of the mess (4 tablespoons of
baking soda dissolved in 1 quart of
warm water).
Make a Surface Soft Scrub
For safe, effective cleaning of
bathroom tubs, tile and
sinks—even fiberglass and
glossy tiles—sprinkle baking
soda lightly on a clean damp
sponge and scrub as usual.
Rinse thoroughly and wipe
dry. For extra cleaning power,
make a paste with baking soda,
course salt andliquid dish
soap—let sit then scour off.
Deodorize Drains
To deodorize your sink and tub
drains, and keep lingering odors
from resurfacing, pour 1/2 cup of
baking soda down the drain while
running warm tap water—it will
neutralize both the acid and basic
odors for a fresh drain. (This is a
good way to dispose of baking soda
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that is being retired from your
refrigerator).
Clean Shower Curtains.
Clean and deodorize your vinyl
shower curtain by sprinkling baking
soda directly on a clean damp
sponge or brush. Scrub the shower
curtain and rinse clean. Hang it up
to dry.
Freshen that Toothbrush
Dampen toothbrush and dip in
baking soda—brushing your teeth
with this will help brighten your
pearlies, make your breath sweeter
and freshen up your toothbrush, all
at the same time.
Freshen Linens
Add 1/2 cup of baking soda to the
rinse cycle for fresher sheets and
towels.
Last, but certainly not least …
Put a tablespoon or two in your
pouch as a cheap alternative to
expensive liquid deodorants.
Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife—
May/June 2013

ODOR PROOF OR ODOR RESISTANT
By V. Alterescu, RN, ET

Many pouches are touted as being odor proof. What does this mean? I certainly have detected odor through
many an odor-proof pouch, and, I have concluded that all pouches will allow some odor to permeate through
them over time. The important issue here is time. Certain pouches were just not designed to be worn for very
long. The newer two-piece set-ups that are popular, allow a person to change a pouch frequently while leaving
the adhesive barrier on the skin. On the other hand, many other types of pouches will be odor-resistant for
longer than the two-piece system. If it were up to me, no pouch would be called odor-proof. They are odorresistant. But they can only resist for so long. There are essentially three ways that odor can permeate an
ostomy pouch. First, the pouch could be leaking, a seam could split or the adhesive seal might not be intact.
This would result in odor. Second, the pouch could actually be permeated with odor from the stool. Third, the
tail of the pouch may not be clean. Setting the first reason aside, let me concentrate on permeation of odor
through the material. Most pouches will be odor resistant for one day. After that, there is a whole realm of
pouch materials that will begin to exude odor. Rubber and vinyl pouches are less odor resistant than saran lined
pouches. This could in part be the reason your pouch is not odor-resistant for longer. Rinsing a pouch out is
primarily a waste of time. For one thing, it takes longer to empty the pouch and you need more materials
around you. The water, especially, if it is warm, will open the pores of the pouch and, last, rinsing can affect
the seal. The interior of your pouch may be clean, but it does not serve a functional purpose. Frankly, it does
not matter if the interior of your pouch is clean any more than it matters if the interior of your colon is clean.
The most important portion of the pouch that should be cleansed very thoroughly is the tip of the drainable
(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 7)

(Continued from page 12)

give the same support. It could be harmful should the
Velcro straps let go all of a sudden - placing a sudden
strain on the abdomen as this happens.
In regards to who should wear a belt, and the
length of time used, Andrew said that each person is
individually assessed. Snider does all the fitting and
adjustment at their clinic before the patient is sent
home with the new appliance. As a result the patient
would receive detailed instructions on how long it
should be worn and when. Should there be changes
required caused by body changes, wear & tear, etc.
their team would work on making the proper
adjustments as a follow-up. It was apparent that they
were quite ready to have clients make contact with
ET nurses and other health care professionals.
For anyone contemplating getting a hernia support
belt, once you have a doctor’s prescription, it should
only take a few days to get in for an appointment and
two or three weeks for the belt to be ready. Of
particular note, if you have a doctor’s prescription the
support belts are covered 100% by Manitoba Health
provided you get it from a Canadian Certified
Orthotist. Your doctor does not do the referral. It
would be your responsibility to make your own
appointment.

pouch. Rinsing the interior may actually increase odor
that may occur as a result of having any fecal residue
on the tail of the pouch. Therefore, I often recommend
that a person carry one of those little alcohol wipes
(that are individually wrapped in foil) to clean the tail
of the pouch.
Reprinted from Antelope Valley (CA) “AV Ostomy Group
News” by Greater Seattle (WA) “The Ostomist” Nov/Dec 2017

The Best Way
To Start The Day Is
With A Cup Of
Positivity.

Andrew McPhail is a Canadian Certified Orthotist,
which is a Bracing and Orthotics specialist. He has
been fitting and designing orthotic appliances that
help the body work for 8 years. Andrew is currently
working at a clinic in Winnipeg called Snider
Orthotic Design where he sees everything from
Geriatrics with Post-Polio syndrome, to Infants with
Cerebral Palsy, and everything in between. He has
recently begun providing Ostomates with parastomal
hernia supports.
Andrew McPhail B.H.K., CO©
For Appointments Contact:
SNIDER ORTHOTIC DESIGN
880 Harrow St. East
Winnipeg, MB R3M 3Y7
Tel: 204-927-1610

Funny Signs
At the electric company: “We would be delighted if you
send in your payment. However, if you don’t you will be”
At a car dealership: “The best way to get back on your
feet—miss a car payment.”

Wishing you and yours a Very Merry
Christmas & a Happy New Year
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204-787-3537
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Fem Ann Algera
204-654-0743
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Rollie Binner
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WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Current Members—PLEASE WAIT for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.
Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.

New Members: Please use this form
Please enroll me as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association. I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00.
WOA members receive the Chapter newsletter Inside/Out, become supporters of Ostomy Canada Society and receive the Ostomy
Canada magazine.
Please send me the Chapter Newsletter, Inside/Out, via E-MAIL, in PDF format. YES _____ NO _____

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________
CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:___________ POSTAL CODE: ___________
I have a: Colostomy ______: Ileostomy _____ : Urostomy _____: Ileal Conduit _____:
Cont. Diversion: _____ : Pelvic Pouch _____: Other _____ :
YEAR OF BIRTH: ____________
Please make cheque/money order payable to “Winnipeg Ostomy Association” and mail to:
WOA
c/o Box 158, Pine Falls, MB R0E 1M0

